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Go On. Go EASY.
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features

enhance forage quality and save harvesting time with a new and  
improved multi-Crop Cracker for your JaGUaR forage harvester.

Meet the Multi-Crop Cracker          

Engineered into a technological marvel, the CLAAS Multi-Crop Cracker provides a 
modular quick change with ease. Simply remove the grass chute, insert the Multi-Crop 
Cracker, change fit to install the drive belt and you are in the field in record time. Plus, 
roller spacing can be adjusted manually or electronically via CEBIS.

The new Multi-Crop Cracker for JAGUAR forage harvesters is extra large, so it can 
handle huge volumes. The 100-tooth moveable front roller and a 125-tooth fixed roller 
in the rear are standard, and optional spare parts of 100-, 125- and 150-tooth front 
or rear rollers for milo, small grains or earlage are available. The Multi-Crop Cracker 
comes standard with 40% roller speed differential. Roller speed differentials of 30% 
and 60% are also available through the parts department.

get ready to save time without loosing forage quality.

See how it works. Go online to:  
www.youtube.com/user/claasofamerica

Scan the Quick Response (QR) code with your smartphone and find 
out more. Visit: getscanlife.com to download a free QR code reader.
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As a grower, you know your operation is only as good the equipment you use. The same 
goes for the people who work by your side. You expect the most from them and value 
their loyalty, integrity, trust and unique perspectives.

It’s the same at CLAAS. It may sound a bit cliche, however it’s fitting to say that “People 
Make CLAAS.” Those who are a part of CLAAS day in and day out are here because 
they are the best at what they do. They have skin in the game. Even if their last name 
isn't CLAAS, they push themselves as if it were. At CLAAS, reliability and support aren't 
just lip service they are a way of life.

After nearly a century of leadership in the development of agricultural equipment, CLAAS 
remains a family company. Not only is family the cornerstone of how CLAAS was 
formed, it's the fundamental underpinning of how our business operates. The CLAAS 
name means a lot to all of us and that pride is reflected in every machine that rolls off 
our lines. Reliable and innovative equipment built with trust is what you can expect from 
the people of CLAAS.

You expect the most and you get the most from CLAAS. Our growers are an extension 
of our family and it’s why not only do our People Make CLAAS…You Make CLAAS.

Bob Armstrong, Editorial Director

People make  
CLAAS
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outstanding Features

When the engine senses it isn’t efficiently using the full horsepower, it 
automatically reduces the output to the minimum sufficient level, while 
keeping the RPm at the appropriate level.

on the other hand, when field conditions demand it, DYnamiC PoWeR also 
increases the horsepower automatically if it senses the operator needs it.

CLaaS DYnamiC PoWeR is just that, truly dynamic. CLaaS has observed a 
minimum of 16 percent fuel savings in pick-up and 10 percent in corn.

Saves power. Saves fuel.
CLaaS DYnamiC PoWeR will help reduce your fuel consumption with on-
demand horsepower for maximum efficiency and throughput at full capacity 
and an automatic reduction of fuel consumption when the load does not 
demand it.

in other words, the JaGUaR will run at the horsepower needed for the 
demand of the engine load. There are ten incremental DYnamiC PoWeR 
steps, which can have a drastic effect on your fuel consumption (see Chart B).

                             
CLaaS dynamiC POWeR Steps

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

JAGUAR 980 884 823 762 700 639 578 517 456 394 333 Approx. 
engine 
output   
(in hp)JAGUAR 970 775 725 674 625 574 524 473 425 376 322

Chart A

CLaaS DYnamiC PoWeR

Let’s be honest, it’s nice to give your JaGUaR a run 
and open it up to feel the power and see what it’s 
really made of. But let’s face it, when you’re in the  
field you don’t need all the power all of the time. it 
drives up your fuel inputs, sends out greater emissions 
than necessary and in time, it can take a toll on your 
bottom line.

CLaaS DYnamiC PoWeR lets you use only as much 
power as necessary, automatically adjusting the 
output of your JaGUaR forage harvester's engine to 
the demands of the fieldwork. The optimum engine 
performance of the JaGUaR is 1800 rpm, but when you 
don’t need to run at full capacity, the engine adapts to 
meet your power needs by changing the fuel mapping.

no field is ever the same. Uneven fields and less than 
optimal conditions require different levels of horsepower. 
The beauty of it all…you don’t have to make any 
adjustments. CLaaS DYnamiC PoWeR recognizes 
partial loads and automatically adjusts the engine power 
up to 10 power levels (see Chart a), so you’re always 
running at the most efficient engine output.

POWeR When you need it.  
FUeL SaVingS When you don’t.

                             
CLaaS dynamiC POWeR Steps

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

With CLAAS  
DynAmiC PoWeR hp

884 @ 1800 rpm 578 @ 1800 rpm 333 @ 1800 rpm

Without CLAAS  
DynAmiC PoWeR hp

884 @ 1800 rpm 884 @ 1900 rpm 884 @ 2000 rpm

With CLAAS DynAmiC 
PoWeR fuel efficiency

.13 gal./ton .13 gal./ton .13 gal./ton

Without CLAAS DynAmiC 
PoWeR fuel efficiency

.13 gal./ton .16 gal./ton .19 gal./ton

Chart B is based on JAGUAR 980 output levels

The Multi-Crop Cracker has a newly redesigned 
frame, with thicker frame pieces throughout for 
stability and endurance. In fact, it’s 300 pounds  
heavier than the previous model. 

The front roller moves to reduce vibration and 
absorb more volume by sliding, where previous 
rear-roller designs rotated. The power band 
that moves the roller is hydraulically tensioned, 
eliminating the spring that needs to be frequently 
adjusted. 

Using the largest and strongest possible bearing 
and lubrication from the automatic greaser saves 
you time while keeping your machine running 
smoothly. The newly designed sealing system 
helps you avoid juice leakage around the frame and 
shafts with top, bottom and side seals. 

Double-washer springs absorb slugs while keeping 
consistent pressure on the roll gap; and gap 
cylinders are larger and more reliable than ever 
before. The minimum gap adjustment is set with 
shims behind the cylinder and the actual gap can 
be adjusted manually or electronically from the cab.

All in all, the new CLAAS Multi-Crop Cracker is 
bigger, more versatile and more stable than any 
other on today’s market.

When the engine runs at a lower horsepower, it 
consumes less fuel per ton of crop harvested.

To learn more about how CLaaS DYnamiC 
PoWeR works and how it can help you increase 
efficiency and save fuel, scan the QR Code, or  
go to www.youtube.com/user/claasofamerica.
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Being in Control 
Has Never Been 
So EASY

Farming in the 21st Century is a complex, competitive business. More and more, growers are in search of ways to maximize 
results and simplify their operation. The newest advances in harvesting technology are aimed at drive technology, machine 
intelligence and networking in the harvesting chain. Precision farming has come to include all computer-assisted systems 
and programs for agricultural planning and operation. CLAAS uses a short name – EASY (Efficient Agricultural Systems) to 
represent this area of focus in farming.

The CLAAS JAGUAR with EASY forges unison from specialized systems – equipment settings, steering systems, software 
solutions – creating a supreme forage harvester that is perfectly matched to the needs of your crop and operation.

Four corners of support.  
One strong foundation.
 
The EASY approach helps growers customize 
their JAGUAR harvester in a way that ensures 
manageable efficiency and accountability – the 
two most important measures for any operation 
– by combining four different areas of application. 

Harnessing the full spectrum of electronics 
expertise in a JAGUAR, the four areas together 
ensure that growers receive a forager that 
aligns precisely with the needs of their crop and 
operation, ultimately giving them more control.

On Board. From this angle, EASY addresses machine 
control and performance optimization from within the cab. It 
helps ensure the operator has the right machine settings in 
every situation and centers on automation and optimization.

On Field. Here, EASY focuses on field applications and the 
tasks of navigation, implementation and fleet management. It 
helps ensure that a grower has the right system for steering, 
measuring, observation and scanning when out in the field.

On track. This area of EASY focuses on machine 
monitoring, remote maintenance and maintenance 
management. Remote diagnostics help growers access 
important data for their combine any time, anywhere through 
the Internet with CLAAS TELEMATICS.

On Farm. Here, the focus is on farm management and 
future farming. Software solutions that address farm 
management needs and services for efficient business 
administration are addressed in this area.
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A closer look:   CLaaS teLematiCS

You’ll receive an e-mail with an operating time analysis and 
other important equipment evaluations every day so you can 
review the specific data from the previous day and make 
adjustments as needed. You can see when and how efficiently 
the harvester operates before another workday begins. You 
can even retrieve machine movement with the event log, 
enhancing transport logistics.

If your JAGUAR has Yield Measuring capabilities, you 
can download the completed field records or jobs using 
TELEMATICS. 

You can also use TELEMATICS to export relevant data to  
your field catalog, saving you valuable time. For example, you 
can include data on area-specific quantities harvested to have 
a good reference point for planting and harvesting in future 
years. It’s a great tool to get the most from your machinery  
and your land.

Simplify yield mapping

Yield mapping is available as either an independent feature or 
as a part of your TELEMATICS package. The TELEMATICS 
package allows you to automatically transfer the yield map 
from your CEBIS monitor in the forage harvester to your 
desktop software via the internet. Without TELEMATICS, the 
yield mapping feature requires the information to be transferred 
via a memory card. 

You can view your yield maps using either Ag Leader® or Farm 
Works® desktop software.

Reduce service time.

CDS Remote Diagnostics is included with your CLAAS 
TELEMATICS license, or is available as a stand-alone 
feature. It gives you the ability to transmit maintenance and 
repair data to your CLAAS dealer so they can complete an 
initial analysis remotely. When they find the cause of issues 
more quickly your technician can better prepare to help you 
onsite, even if it just means knowing which parts to take out to 
the field.

That gets your harvester moving more quickly, reducing 
downtime and improving harvester efficiency.

The old adage, “knowledge is power” comes to life with 
CLAAS TELEMATICS. This on-farm management tool gathers 
all of the operational data of your JAGUAR forage harvester 
and displays it on a clear, easy-to-read web page.

With TELEMATICS and an internet connection you’ve got the 
information you need to analyze your harvester’s efficiency in 
real time. You can make adjustments to operational settings 
as you go to get more done in a day.

With TELEMATICS, the operator, grower and dealer service 
technician all have real-time access to:
•	 GPS	tracking
•	 GPS	tracing
•	 Direct	machine	comparison
•	 Live	settings
•	 Performance	analysis
•	 Status	of	machine	maintenance

It’s an EASY way to log in and collect data for custom 
operations, invoicing, and cross compliance purposes.

make better use of your harvester, and your time.

With the data you receive online from TELEMATICS, you can 
make better use of your harvester, optimizing machine setup 
and ensuring maximum output. Check on harvester setup, 
complete a daily analysis of your output and efficiency, see 
if your harvester is in need of maintenance or even an oil 
change and analyze more than 50 different parameters.
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A Bigger Way To Bale

2012 neW 

Products
CLaaS brings you the latest technology 
to keep your operation running at 
optimum capacity.

mower Conditioners

•   DISCO 9011C AS

•   DISCO 9100RC

Rotary Rakes

•   LINER 370T

•   LINER 450T

•   LINER 3100

Fixed Chamber Round Balers

•   ROLLANT 375RC

•   ROLLANT 375 UNIWRAP

Large Square Balers

•   QUADRANT 3300

JagUaR Forage Harvesters 

•   NEW CPS 930-980

Introducing the first CLAAS 3x4 square baler (35.5" x 48" bale size) – the QUADRANT 3300. The 
QUaDRanT 3300 is a high-performance baler for silage, dry hay or straw, designed to increase the 
capacity and density in your bales.

CLAAS took the Q3200 Drive Line System, combined it with the Q3400 
tying system and bale chamber, and put it all together with a new 92.5" 
Heavy Duty Pickup, a new feed rotor, a new prechamber system and a new 
frame to give you the new standard in the 3'x4' class.

The 92.5" pickup with crop press rollers has reinforced bearings and an all-
new PU CAMDRIVE for high throughput and collection quality. The feedrotor 
optimizes material flow, preserving the quality of your crop.

The top and bottom sensor for the pre-chamber senses the flake size to 
maintain even, consistent flakes. This increases the density of each bale 
while keeping a more perfect, uniform top to bottom bale shape in all crop 
conditions, for the biggest, best-looking bales.

The QUADRANT 3300 also features a rotating single tie knotter, which allows 
for more plunger strokes per minute, increasing density and throughput. This 
allows the knotter to rotate back to take pressure off the twine when tying 
the knot, improving consistency and giving you the reliability of the knot.

Plus, there are no timing chains and the monitor can adjust density and bale 
length, while the CLAAS Communicator tells the operator the average flake 
size. Because of this, you always know if you can push the machine more or 
need to move more slowly through the fields.

Another unique feature of the 
QUADRANT 3300 is that the 
knotter does not have a wiper 
arm. The bill hook stops upon 
facing the back of the baler. As 
the tied bale moves towards 
the back of the baler, the knot 
naturally pulls off the bill hook, 
ultimately reducing the number 
of moving parts and taking a 
complex piece of technology 
and putting it into simple use 
in the field. 

CLAAS QUADRANT 3300
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This One Takes 
the Cake!

North AmericA’s cLAAs FAN FeAture

Have a JagUaR fan in your household?  
Send your story and photo to: CLAAS of America Inc., 8401 S. 132nd 
Street, Omaha, NE 68138 or email contactus@claas.com.

FFa Proficiency award Winner – Forage Production

CLAAS is dedicated to developing the best for agriculture engineering and production.   
But we also take great pride in investing our time and resources to developing the future  
of agriculture and the number one resource for the future is the next generation of farmers. 

In partnership with the National FFA organization, CLAAS sponsors one of 47 FFA Proficiency Awards that 
have been established to recognize FFA members who excelled as agricultural entrepreneurs, employees 
or volunteers while they gained hands-on career experience in a variety of agricultural categories. 

CLaaS is pleased to recognize the national 2011 Forage Production – 
entrepreneurship/Placement Proficiency award Winner

Alyssa Carlyle Fee
Liberty FFa Chapter
Tennessee

Alyssa Carlyle Fee produces hybrid Bermuda hay for her 
Supervised Agricultural Experience (SAE). She set out to learn 
which varieties are available and what proper fertilization methods 
she should use. Alyssa learned which hay fields and pastures 
should be irrigated and how much irrigation was needed. 

Every first birthday is special, and Crystal 
Fragoso of Hanford, California found a 
way to make her son Jaxon’s first birthday 
especially unique.

Jaxon’s father, Jared Fragoso, is a loyal 
JAGUAR owner and uses the harvester in 

operating his Jersey Sky Dairy. So when it 
came time to select a theme for Jaxon’s first 

birthday, the family couldn’t think of a more fitting choice than the 
CLAAS JAGUAR.

With the help of Linder Equipment, and a diligent CLAAS corporate 
contact, Crystal was able to secure some party supplies, a hat, 
some small CLAAS toys and other goodies for the day. All of this 
together with a beautifully decorated MAD JAG cake made Jaxon’s 
special day a hit.

This cute little guy makes a good 
model for CLAAS. 

“I told my husband that Jaxon looks 
like the face of a future CLAAS owner. 
Like father, like son,” stated Crystal. 

harvest is hiSToRY
 

Harvest is one of the latest reality television shows 
on the History Channel following three custom-
harvesting crews as they bring in the year’s crops. 
It’s all the drama of everyday life for a harvester – 
fighting fires, tornadoes and sometimes each other – as they race 
against time to get the crop in.

Making the show even more interesting for CLAAS owners is 
Wurm & Martin Silage Cutters of Larned, KS, one of the three 
teams profiled in the show. This particular team runs CLAAS 
JAGUAR forage harvesters.

One of seven kids raised in a three-bedroom farmhouse, Ralph 
Martin runs a custom harvesting business from the same piece of 
land he grew up on. These days, Ralph heads up a nine-person 
crew to harvest silage. They cross the southern small grain states 
every season, chopping crops and hoping that no one gets hurt 
along the way.

Take a sneak peek and meet the Wurm & Martin crew as they 
take you on their journey with family time on the field, fight against 
Mother Nature, and do what they do best – all while pushing their 
JAGUAR forage harvesters to meet their day’s work.

Become a fan of the show, just like CLAAS. If you missed Harvest, 
check out a snippet of the show that tells the world just how tough 
it is to be in their shoes.

Check out the History Channel online.

http://tinyurl.com/7bpbzxx

Winner Alyssa Carlyle Fee pictured 
with David A. Miller, National FFA 
Alumni President.
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Farm Show date Location

Keystone Farm Show Jan. 3-5 York, PA

Manitoba Ag Days Jan. 17-19 Brandon, MB

Quebec City Farm Show 
(SPMAQ) 

Jan. 26-28 Quebec City, QC

World Ag Expo Feb. 14-16 Tulare, CA

National Farm  
Machinery Show 

Feb. 15-18 Louisville, KY

U.S. Custom Harvesters 
Annual Convention

Mar. 1-3 Grand Island, NE

Farm Progress Hay Expo June 20-21 Boone, IA

Wisconsin Farm  
Technology Days

July 17-19 Outagamie County, WI

Empire Farm Show Aug. 7-9 Seneca Falls, NY

Penn Ag Progress Aug. 14-16 Rock Springs, PA

Farm Progress Show Aug. 28-30 Boone, IA

Big Iron Farm Show  
and Expo

Sept. 11-13 West Fargo, ND

Husker Harvest Days Sept. 11-13 Grand Island, NE

Canada's Outdoor  
Farm Show

Sept. 11-13 Woodstock, ON

Ohio Farm Science Review Sept. 18-20 London, OH

World Dairy Expo Oct. 2-6 Madison, WI

Sunbelt Agricultural 
Exposition

Oct. 16-18 Moultrie, GA

Agri-Trade Farm  
Equipment Expo

Nov. 7-10 Red Deer, AB

Come see for yourself how we stand out from 
the competition. Visit us at one of our 2012 farm 
show events.

Farm 
shows2012

JAGUAR Calendar 
Honorable Mentions
The winners of the 2012 CLaaS Forage Calendar Contest have been 
announced and you can see them in the 2012 JaGUaR Calendar. We are 
pleased to see so many worthy choices in the competition, each with their 
own special interpretation of the JaGUaR on their farms. Thanks to all those 
that entered.

enjoy our choices for honorable mention. We look forward to your photos 
next year!

Make Every Day a     
   JAGUAR Day!
JagUaR Calendar Screen Saver 
Want to see more photos entered in this year’s 
CLAAS Forage Calendar Contest? Now you can 
get a glimpse right on your computer, every day!

To download your free JAGUAR Screen 
Saver, go to www.claasofamerica.com, click 
on Hay & Forage Products and visit the Fun 
& Shop section!

Cory Schairer 
Birnamwood, Wi

Van de Loo Farms, LLC
Kaukauna, Wi

Sunshine Place Farms, inc.
millen, Ga

VyeField Farms Ltd
abbotsford, BC


